Show solidarity
Witnessing the depth of the economic and social crisis, the
EDF Group Foundation promptly sprang into action. On March
31st 2020, its governing board voted to create an emergency
Solidarity Fund of 2 million euros to help protect caregivers and
the most disadvantaged, as well as promote economic recovery
and encourage new sustainable and inclusive models. 204
projects were supported in 17 countries.

Positively impact society
2020 started with a new 4 year mandate built around 3 major
causes: “Change for future generations”, “Act for solidarity
in communities” and “Channel our energies”. The objective:
back projects that have a genuine impact on civil society and
promote the active involvement of EDF staff via skills-based
and volunteer programs, in France and internationally.

2020, a year
of intense
mobilization
Serve the general interest
All the initiatives undertaken by the EDF Group Foundation
aim to serve the general interest. They reflect its commitment
to future generations and to those most in need. Focused
on action, the Foundation intervenes in three main areas:
environment, education and inclusion.

Act with ethics
and integrity
The EDF Group Foundation subscribes
to the principles and fundamental rights
enshrined in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the United Nations
Global Compact and the United Nations
Convention against Corruption. It fights
against fraud and corruption of all types,
and implements stringent integrity
oversight over its partners and the
associations it supports.
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Impact Assessment
The EDF Group Foundation is highly committed to measure
its CSR performance to progress with its partners towards
an increased impact on society at large in the coming years.
The Foundation set KPI’s for each supported project, the
achievement of which is measured through an annual review
carried out with the partner association. Part of the funding
is hinged on the achievement of those goals. In addition, the
Foundation carried out in 2020 a 180° assessment to measure
the long-term impact of international projects of the last 5
years on local communities, which demonstrated an impact
sustainability of 90%.
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The EDF Group Foundation manages 44%
of all philanthropic endeavours, while 38%
are overseen by the parent company EDF
SA, and 18% by the Group’s subsidiaries.

In France
and internationally

364
364
Projects

were supported in 2020.

301 projects in France
4 341 335 €
63 projects overseas
2 280 890 €

2020
in numbers
Contribution
to sustainable
development
objectives
Aligned with the United Nation’s 17
sustainable development goals, the
EDF Group Foundation focuses on
these 3 key objectives:

Reducing
inequalities

Fighting
global warming

290
290

34
34

Projects

Projects

2 183 501 beneficiaries
4 208 605 € allocated

2 105 946 beneficiaries
853 000 € allocated

Clean and
affordable energy

40
40
Projects

508 464 beneficiaries
1 560 620 € allocated
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10M€

This is the Foundation’s annual
budget, used to accomplish different
missions by supporting general
interest structures in France and
internationally, involving employees
in skills-based and volunteer
programs, and staging exhibitions at
the Espace Fondation EDF in Paris.

2020
in numbers
Projects for a better
shared future

Education

Environment

Support associations that work with
disadvantaged youth and school
dropouts, with two main priorities
in mind: “Equal opportunities” and
“Culture and citizenship”.

Finance various community
initiatives and educational and
awareness projects related to
environmental issues, biodiversity
and sustainable practices.

102
102
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34
34

1 822 013 beneficiaries
2 528 891 € allocated

2 105 946 beneficiaries
853 000 € allocated

Inclusion
Participate in projects that foster
the social and professional inclusion
of underprivileged people in France,
and promote projects that allow
access to essential goods through
electricity in developing countries.

228
228
Projects

869 952 beneficiaries
3 240 334 € allocated
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Projects

Employee engagement lies at the very heart of both the EDF
Group’s and the Foundation’s DNA. Volunteering one’s time,
sharing know-how during work hours or time off, in 2020 the
Group’s employees were very creative in maintaining essential
social ties and helping the most vulnerable despite
the uncertain health-care context.

Skills-based
International Programs

Volunteer
Work

205
205

639
639

Solidarity Team Building

1st Virtual Téléthon

WORK-DAYS

136
136

STAFF

VOLUNTEERS

860
860

STAFF MOBILIZED
754 809 € RAISED

Committed and
engaged staff
Covid-19: a major human
and financial mobilization

4 action plans
17 countries including France’s
17 metropolitan and overseas regions

2 480 563€ allocated
204 projects supported

Espace Fondation EDF
A cultural and educational space,
the Espace Fondation EDF helps young
generations discover and understand
the major issues of today’s world. It
stages exhibitions and animations that
question current events by blending art,
environment and science. In 2020, over
9 000 visitors discovered the exhibitions:
“Black Bamboo” and “Green Currents,
Create for the environment”, whose
objective is to question the relationship
between humankind and nature.
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